Students take a break to try different classes

From meat to martial arts and plastics to printing, Cal Poly offers one-of-a-kind classes for any major

Lauren Zahner
SUNDAY DAILY

"Out near Cal Poly's Campus Market is a large room containing what could easily be mislabeled for several autopsy tables. Everything is metal and clean enough to eat off of. It has the eerie feeling of a science fiction movie."

Half a carcass hung by a hook is wheeled out of one of the vats like coolers on a rack suspended from the ceiling. The skin is coral orange and the inside is a bright blood red.

A large man with a deep, gruff voice talks the carcass off the hook and starts to saw through its bones. The muscle tissue has to be cut with a knife to preserve the quality. In meat processing, it's all about the value of the cut, said ASCI 211 professor Bob Delmore. As he breaks the hog carcass down into five cuts, leaving just the right amount of fat on each, he talks about industry standards, anatomy and what customers want.

"I know some of you are concerned about our calorie intake, but pork fat is awesome," Delmore enthusiastically tells the class in his voluminous voice.

Besides Delmore's meat processing course, Cal Poly offers several unusual classes that range from printing to plastics to the martial art of capoeira. These are not typical, study-oriented classes like statistics or great books. These classes cover obscure or artistic topics, all the while offering a physical element to break an everyday routine.

Once Delmore finished his demonstrations, the students took turns sawing through their carcasses. The blood dripping onto the tables became darker with time and the thick layers of fat between meat and skin softened in the heat.

The students carried their cuts of meat like heavy bundles of fabric to the Butcher Boy, a giant metal "P" with a long serrated blade. When on, the Butcher Boy roared like a hot rod and sang as it sliced through bone.

ASCI 211, meat science, is required for animal science majors, but other students take it as well.

Animal science senior Lauren Luque learns how to process meat in her meat science class.

"You learn how to turn a cow or a chicken into what you see on the dinner table," Lewis said about the class. "We're working for the products in the Food Processing building. Emily Lewis, an animal science junior, works at the meat sale.

"I was working a dream come true."
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itch, students in a different class learn the martial art of capoeira. "As the tribal sound of men’s voices chante through a sound system, two people in the middle of a circle move together and then dance, though waiting for cues from each other."

Juan Lopez, an architecture major, stood in the circle around the fighters and clapped with the group. "They try to outbreak each other just like a game of chess," Lopez said of the fighters in the middle of the mats, or wheel. He has been practicing capoeira for six years and is now an instructor.

Although classes offered at the Rec Center do not add an additional fee, Charles Matuhasian, a junior manufacturing engineering major, wasn’t complaining.

"It’s pretty cheap compared to elsewhere," he said, noting that it’s $47 more than his class at Cal Poly, whereas other places charge $10 per session. He wanted to take advantage of this when he first came to college and now college was worth it.

"They teach you to fight, but not about the philosophy, culture or art," he said.

Other unusual classes also go against the technical grain of Cal Poly tradition by featuring a more artistic aspect. "Specialty printing technologies—a graphic communication
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change; and near Cambria along the northbound U.S. Highway 1 prior to the 46 East junction, according to a Caltrans press release.

Though Caltrans has reported minor delays in the construction of these message boards, they expect them to be complete in a few weeks.
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Mcclellan said the driver and passenger repeatedly asked for help to flip the car over and that it was apparent that alcohol was involved.

"The airbags were deployed and everything, yet they still wanted to flip it back over," she said.

Two weeks ago 22-year-old injection, compression and blow molding among other plastic processing and applications class, kept students busy today.

"You’re going to be a handful of people in the country who know way about plastics," kept said. Their students. They learned about almost any
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Mcclellan said the driver and passenger repeatedly asked for help to flip the car over and that it was apparent that alcohol was involved.

"The airbags were deployed and everything, yet they still wanted to flip it back over," she said.

Two weeks ago 22-year-old

"I like that it’s interactive. There are little from lots of different majors too — you get to meet other majors.

— Angie Eckhardt

Political science senior
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Parents accused of giving marijuana to kids

CHANDLER, Ariz. (AP) — Police have arrested two Chandler parents accused of giving marijuana to their young sons as a reward for good behavior.

Toni Lynn Carlson, 31, and Aaron Virgil Carlson, 23, were arrested Wednesday night after detectives were tipped off about a family possibly smoking marijuana.

Tucker, 25, of Madras, Ore. The bodies will be flown from Kuwait to Dover Air Force Base in Delaware for forensic identification through autopsies and DNA testing.

The two soldiers disappeared after an insurgent attack at a checkpoint by a Euphrates River canal, 12 miles south of Baghdad.

The military did not confirm whether the soldiers died from wounds suffered in an attack Friday or were kidnapped and later killed. The insurgents offered no evidence of their claim.

The discovery of the bodies dealt a new setback to U.S. efforts to seize the momentum against al-Qaida in Iraq after killing in leader, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, in a June 7 airstrike. Violence was unabated Tuesday, with at least 18 people killed in attacks nationwide, including a suicide bombing of a home for the elderly in the southern city of Basra.

Coalition forces spotted the American soldiers' bodies late Monday, three days after the men disappeared, and were able to find them Friday on their checkpoint south of the capital, the military said. But troops delayed retrieving the remains until an explosives team cleared the area after an Iraqi civilian warned them to be alert for explosive devices.

Coalition forces had to carefully maneuver their way through numerous improvised explosive devices leading up to and around the site, the military said in a statement. "Insurgents attempting to inflict additional casualties had placed IEDs around the bodies."

Maj. Gen. William Caldwell, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) commander, called the soldiers' deaths "a tragic loss for the families."

The southern part of the San Andreas fault is "fully loaded" and ready for the next big quake, according to a new study.

San Francisco earthquake that led to about 300 deaths in 1906. But scientists know very little about the 100-mile-long segment that slithers through Southern California from San Bernardino, east of Los Angeles, to near the Mexican border.

The section last popped in 1857, producing an estimated 5.8 magnitude but causing little injury or damage because little activity there was. Foulk found that the southern end of the fault has shown little movement north of Baghdad, forcing scientists to consider the cost of the buildings they could jeopardize at any moment.

"The southern section of the fault is fully loaded for the next big event," said geophysicist Yuki Foulk of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla.

The analysis was published in Thursday's issue of the journal Science.

Experts have estimated that a quake on the southern San Andreas of magnitude-7.6 or greater could kill thousands of people in the densely populated greater Los Angeles area and cause tens of billions of dollars in damage.

It was the 800-mile San Andreas fault, which runs down California like a scar, that caused the 1906 Big quake long overdue

San Andreas overdue for quake

Alicia Chang

ASSOCIATED PRESS

New earthquake research confirms the southern end of the San Andreas fault in Los Angeles is overdue for a Big One. The last section of the fault has not produced a major earthquake in more than three centuries.

The most recent study, which analyzed 20 years of data and is considered one of the most detailed analyses yet, found that stress has been building up since then, and that the fault could rupture at any moment.

"The southern section of the fault is fully loaded for the next big event," said geophysicist Yuki Foulk of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla.

The analysis was published in Thursday's issue of the journal Science.

Experts have estimated that a quake on the southern San Andreas of magnitude-7.6 or greater could kill thousands of people in the densely populated greater Los Angeles area and cause tens of billions of dollars in damage.

But scientists know very little about the 100-mile-long segment that slithers through Southern California from San Bernardino, east of Los Angeles, to near the Mexican border.

The section last popped in 1857, producing an estimated 5.8 magnitude but causing little injury or damage because hardly anyone lived there at the time.

Foulk found that the southern end of the fault has shown little movement north of Baghdad, forcing scientists to consider the cost of the buildings they could jeopardize at any moment.

"The southern section of the fault is fully loaded for the next big event," said geophysicist Yuki Foulk of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla.

The analysis was published in Thursday's issue of the journal Science.

Experts have estimated that a quake on the southern San Andreas of magnitude-7.6 or greater could kill thousands of people in the densely populated greater Los Angeles area and cause tens of billions of dollars in damage.

It was the 800-mile San Andreas fault, which runs down California like a scar, that caused the 1906 Big quake long overdue and ready for the next big quake.
Nelly Furtado ‘Loose’ns up

Nicole Small
MUSTANG DAILY

Nelly Furtado has recreated her own music style in her latest album, “Loose.” Fans will be surprised to hear this new “punk-hop” musical genre, although the artist’s third album doesn’t sound original at all. “Loose” presents a slow, melodic rhythm, enhanced by beats invented by the album’s producer, Timbaland (Timothy Mosley).

Furtado seems quieter in “Loose” than from past works. She is no longer a bird screaming to spread her wings — she already has, and has moved on to other things. But why lose the strong voice? Many of the CD’s tracks feature Furtado accompanied by background singers. And unfortunately, it’s the background beat that holds the most depth to the pieces. It is only “In God’s Hands” where listeners hear the old Furtado boldly sing out the lyrics.

The song, “Afraid,” featuring Adam Lambert, is similar to the Black Eyed Peas’ song “Let’s Get Retarded” — there is really nothing to the song besides the repetition of one verse throughout the song. Oh yeah, and it’s really sweet that she put some children in there to back her up, but that still doesn’t save how ridiculous it sounds.

But the Portuguese beauty later busts out in Spanish, singing a duet with Latin superstar Juanes called “Te Busco.” This track has a great sound to it, and combines a simple Spanish guitar followed by a great harmony of Juanes and Furtado. However, is Furtado yet another artist that has crossed into a genre that’s more mainstream and sells well? Remember that the sweet, guitar single “Pieces of You” singer Jewel tried going pop in her third album and then turned into a women’s razor jingle? Jewel in her latest CD has returned to her roots. Then again, after Furtado’s last two albums, “Promiscuous” and “Mannish,” danced their way to the top of charts internationally, she just might have a chance to make this move work.

Nelly Furtado’s new album “Loose” features a new musical style ‘Punk-Hop’ and a quieter side to her usually bold vocals.
‘Nacho Libre’ nacho average movie

Ryan Chartrand

If the thought of Jack Black dressed in baby blue tights prancing vicious as gremlins sounds like a party to you, perhaps “Nacho Libre” isn’t as bad as they say. From the director/writer of “Napoleon Dynamite,” Jared Hess comes the anxiously awaited and almost forgotten “Nacho Libre.” The film tells the tale of a peculiar Mexican friar named Ignacio (Jack Black) whose activities include caring for orphans and dressing up in tights, which Black says helped dispel his rock-hard abs. His lifelong desire to become a luchador, or Mexican wrestler, which Black says helped dispel his rock-hard abs, is suddenly awakened when he becomes the “Nacho Libre.”

That’s right, Hess made a “real” movie. “So many monies” for the orphans. “Dynamite” will bow before you. “Nachol Libre” is actually one of the best parts of the film and you’ll find the Internet is crawling with your heart and leave you wondering why Mexico is cooler than you. Most of the comedy is drawn from Black’s ability to turn any terrible scene or ridiculous line of dialogue into the funniest thing anyone has said in the past week. Whether he’s walloping a wrestler over the head with a churro, making his eyebrows dance on his forehead and serve as periods to his sentences or exaggerating his Spanish accent with lines like “Neeple Squeeze!” Black is there making what should be a waste of a time worthwhile. There are a few occasions when he casually slips into Tacocentric D-linging mode, but any Black fan will consider those moments highlights of the film, not out-of-place disruptions. Black’s tag-team partner, played by no-name actor Hector Jimenez, proves that Hess knows exactly what he wants to play his quirky characters. Jimenez only has to open his horse-like mouth and smile awkwardly at the camera to keep any “Napoleon Dynamite” crowd entertained. Unfortunately, aside from Black and Jimenez, there are no other characters even worth mentioning. I suppose including a plot made it too difficult for Hess to create any supplemental characters as eccentric and entertaining as Nacho or Kip Dynamite.

The main theme to “Nacho Libre” is actually one of the best parts of the film and you’ll find the Internet is crawling with people trying to find it. Acclaimed composer Danny Elfman did the rest of the soundtrack, but no other song tended to stick out, even with the master of “The Nightmare Before Christmas” at the helm. While the trailer for “Nacho Libre” serves as a highlight reel of 80 percent of the film’s best parts, simply letting Black perform his magic and Hess set up his awkward environments before you is almost as hilarious as a James Blunt concert. Hess may have taken a step backward in his comedy and ability to write dialogue, but by incorporating an actual plot, perhaps he’s taken a step forward at the same time. Meanwhile, Hess could care less since we’ve still jumping up and down at the fact that he’s still making movies with a fresh take on comedy and a cast worth remembering.

‘Southern California Kind of Love’ comes up North for the summer

Amy Auran

Despite its tag line, “nacho average movie,” Hess’ latest stab at character-driven comedy “Nacho Libre” is not as universal as Hess’ “masterpiece” and has already been named with “tasteless comedy,” and Hess just got demoted! label from the same people who wear "Voo 4 Pedros" shirts. Thankfully, your brain will automatically make you believe that Hess’ script is hilarious simply because the “Hess-Black” combination obviously must be the greatest comedic duo since Owen Wilson and... himself. Thankfully, most of “Nacho Libre” is, while at times childish, a laugh-out-loud comedy that might even warm your heart and leave you wondering why Mexico is cooler than you.

The main theme to “Nacho Libre” is actually one of the best parts of the film and you’ll find the Internet is crawling with people trying to find it. Acclaimed composer Danny Elfman did the rest of the soundtrack, but no other song tended to stick out, even with the master of “The Nightmare Before Christmas” at the helm. While the trailer for “Nacho Libre” serves as a highlight reel of 80 percent of the film’s best parts, simply letting Black perform his magic and Hess set up his awkward environments before you is almost as hilarious as a James Blunt concert. Hess may have taken a step backward in his comedy and ability to write dialogue, but by incorporating an actual plot, perhaps he’s taken a step forward at the same time. Meanwhile, Hess could care less since we’ve still jumping up and down at the fact that he’s still making movies with a fresh take on comedy and a cast worth remembering.

Downtown Brew will host a “cinematic love affair” on June 27 when Unwritten Law lead singer Scott Russo and his girlfriend Aimee Allen take the stage with his self-entitled punk rock band and Scott and Aimee. The newly established collaboration began when Russo and Allen came as a refreshing surprise to many Unwritten Law fans, according to Scott and Aimee’s profile on www.myspace.com. “Scott met Aimee when she opened on tour for his band Unwritten Law,” according to an announcement on Downtown Brew’s Web site, www.downtownbrewingo.com. “Their passion and chemistry was undeniable, and their raw songwriting talents together combined to create the powerhouse music that you hear here. The rock world has been waiting for Scott and Aimee. (now) here they are!” The duo began performing together in 2005 and later hit the road in 2006 after Unwritten Law abruptly ended their “Here’s to the Mourning” tour after switching recording labels and searching for a new drummer. But the band’s extreme popularity gave Scott and Aimee ample name recognition in the music business.

“Maybe (Russo) is touring with his girlfriend because he sees it as a chance to do something new. And Unwritten Law has never had a female member of the band sing or play music,” said Unwritten Law fan and San Diego native Alex Jones. Jones added that the hoped the new music would reinvigorate the quality of certain synthesized punk rock bands that have recently stared adownward spiral in the genre. The 21-and-over show begins at 8 p.m. with opening acts Nothing Ever Stays and Ijoyline. For tickets go to www.tick­etweb.com or Boo Boo Records.

• 1981 Mark David Chapman pleaded guilty to assassinating former Beatle John Lennon.
• 1970 The legal voting age in the United States was lowered to 18.
• 1969 Actress/singer Judy Garland died in London at age 47.
• 1945 American forces secured the island of Okinawa from the Japanese.
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The car after the bars

If you find you driving drunk, the Mustang Daily will come after you, punk!

In 2004, there were 18 deaths in San Luis Obispo County. Letters to the editor have attributed the decline in fatalities to the increased visibility of law enforcement officers who have been more vigilant in enforcing drunk driving statutes. But there are also other factors that may contribute to the decline in drunk driving.

One of these factors is the increased awareness of the dangers of drinking and driving. Students have begun to recognize the importance of personal responsibility and the need to make informed decisions about their behavior. In the recent past, there have been several incidents where students have been caught driving under the influence of alcohol. These incidents have served as a提醒 for others to take the necessary precautions.

Another factor that may contribute to the decline in drunk driving is the increased availability of transportation options. With the growth of ride-sharing services and the increased use of alcohol-free events, students have more options for getting home safely after drinking.

However, it is important to note that the decline in drunk driving is not yet a permanent trend. We must continue to educate ourselves and our peers about the dangers of drinking and driving, and we must remain vigilant in our efforts to prevent this behavior.
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Jogging

The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Edmonton Oilers, 4-1, in Game Seven on Monday at the RBC Center in Raleigh, N.C., to reach the Stanley Cup. It was almost an identical story last season when the Calgary Flames lost the seventh game and a chance to hoist Lord Stanley's Cup in seven games to the Tampa Bay Lightning.

Cory Harris

Canada's hockey teams were able to do it again. No, not win the sized Stanley Cup, but instead lose in seven games for the second season in a row. The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Edmonton Oilers, 4-1, in Game Seven on Monday at the RBC Center in Raleigh, N.C., to reach the Stanley Cup. It was almost an identical story last season when the Calgary Flames lost the seventh game and a chance to hoist Lord Stanley's Cup in seven games to the Tampa Bay Lightning.

Carolina Defeneman Frantisek Kaberle scored in the first period. Aaron Ward scored right after in the second to give Carolina a 2-0 lead going into the final period. Edmonton's Fernando Pisani would later make Hurricanes' fans nervous as he scored his playoff leading 14th goal just one minute from the start of the third. But Carolina forward Justin Williams finished off the Oilers, scoring an empty-net goal with 1:35 remaining in the game.

Give the Oilers more credit for the miracle that they pulled off this season. The Oilers were the eighth seed in the Western Conference and faced the Detroit Red Wings in the first round. The Red Wings held the best regular season record, losing 16 games all season. Their series against Edmonton was predicted to be a sweep, with Detroit moving on unscathed. But the Oilers would go on to shock hockey fans as they battled to win the series in six games. This would be the theme for the rest of the playoffs as the Oilers continued to surprise opponents with physical hitting and unbelievable scoring. Fernando Pisani led the NHL in playoff goals with 14 in 24 games, despite only scoring 18 goals in 80 regular season games.

The Hurricanes met end through the Hurricanes, the team skating off the ice with tears in their eyes and a Stanley Cup in their hands. The Hurricanes had an opportunity to end the playoffs in six games, but lost Game Six 4-0. Edmonton sparked hope that a Canadian hockey team would win the Stanley Cup for the first time in 13 years, when the Montreal Canadiens defeated the Los Angeles Kings.

The winner of Monday's game not only decided the winner of the Stanley Cup, but the Conn Smythe Trophy, for most valuable player in the playoffs. As the Hurricanes counted down the seconds to victory, Pisani, and his chances of winning the trophy faded.

After the game, backup goalie Cam Ward was announced as the winner. Ward lead all goalies in wins with 15 (he only won 14 games in the regular season) and held the Hurricanes together by making saves after save after replacing starting goalie Martin Gerber in the first quarter.
Heat overcome 2-game deficit, win first NBA title; Wade MVP

Miami Heat coach Pat Riley embraces Finals MVP Dwayne Wade after the Heat defeated the Dallas Mavericks, 92-95 in Game Six to win the NBA Finals.

DALLAS — The Miami Heat won their first championship with teamwork that went beyond the floor.

Heat's Dwyane Wade led Miami's Game Seven comeback from a two-game deficit in the finals, and he had 36 points and 10 rebounds in the Heat's clinching 95-92 victory on Tuesday night.

"This team was built for the playoffs, and we understood that," Wade said. "That's what makes it sweet, because not at one moment did one of us not believe in each other. No matter what, in the locker room, it was always 15 strong." Wade's brilliance and just enough help from his teammates allowed O'Neal and coach Pat Riley to make good on their promises of a championship for South Florida.

Wade cemented his superstar status with a dominant four-game performance by capped off four pressure-packed, final-minute free throws.

Yet he missed a pair of foul shots in the waning seconds with Miami up by three points, giving

Dallas their chance to advance to elimination play after tying Miami 1-1 on Sunday. A win over Ghana, combined with a win for Italy over the Czech Republic would give the U.S. a second place finish in Group E, where they would face the 2002 champions Brazil in elimination play.

The Bush administration urged a federal judge here Wednesday to force two San Francisco Chronicle reporters to divulge who leaked them secret grand jury testimony of Barry Bonds and other athletes who took part in the government's probe of the Bay Area Laboratory Cooperative. The testimony of Bonds, Jason Giambi and others who were called to testify before a grand jury probing BALCO. The government's investigation unsealed BALCO as a steroids ring posing as a nutritional supplement company.

The Associated Press contributed to this article.

Amy Asmann

MUSTANG FNAYE

Ever feel like there are so many running shoes to choose from, yet so little places to run?

In today's high-paced, health-conscious society many people say they love to run, but can't stand chugging away on the treadmill. The truth about running in San Luis Obispo, however, is that in such a naturally beautiful and diverse ecosystem, burning rubber at the local gym should only be a last resort.

No. 1: The Bob Jones City Trail. Like running through town, but hate pounding it out on the sidewalk? Try cruising through this woodland path, which takes you by the Avila golf course and out to the ocean.

"The Bob Jones City to the Sea Trail is the first step in the goal of joining San Luis Obispo and Avila Beach with a trail along the San Luis Obispo Creek," the web site said.

Top 5 places to jog in SLO County

No. 3: Irish Hills Natural Reserve. Located just off of Laguna Lake, the trail offers stunning views of Los Osos Valley, Morro Rock, Castoro Cellars and the Pacific Ocean.

"It's not a good idea to go on the trails by yourself, just in case you get hurt and no one is there to help," Lange said.

The entrance to the trail is located off of San Luis Obispo Creek. Like running through town, but hate pounding it out on the sidewalk? Try cruising through this woodland path, which takes you by the Avila golf course and out to the ocean.

No. 2: Madonna Mountain. Currently a popular stomping ground for the Cal Poly Cross-Country team, Madonna has several trails open to the public. Each trail averages about four to six miles and varies in difficulty.

"There's a trail that goes all the way around the mountain-it's like a panoramic view of all of San Luis Obispo. And at some points you can see the ocean," said Rachael Lange, a Cal Poly graduate and former cross-country runner.

The main entrance to the trail is located off of Martin Street by the Madonna family ranch.

No. 4: Pismo Beach. Not just a hot spot for tanning and shopping, Pismo Beach is a great place to go on an early morning jog or an afternoon stroll. The Beach offers an enjoyable social aspect while running along the shoreline.